This paper proposed a new method to predict soil pH values based on ensemble methods via ultra-wideband (UWB) radar echoes, due to the fact that the ensemble method has a fast running speed, fewer parameters, and the amount of data required is not large. 16 categories of UWB soil echoes with different pH values are collected and investigated by 4 types of ensemble methods including bagging, randomforest, adaboost and gradientboost. We use principal component analysis(PCA) to reduce the dimensions of the raw data to reduce the overall amount of computation. First, we applied the PCA algorithm to extract features from the raw signals. Second, we applied these four prediction models to predict the pH values with different feature dimensions. Finally, we compare the prediction performance of these four prediction models with different SNRs. The simulation experiment results show that, when the feature dimension is reduced to 4 to 10, randomforest and bagging provide better performance than adaboost and gradientboost in terms of R 2 and MSE.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the internet of things(IoT) and artificial intelligence, the combination of machine learning and traditional agriculture has become the focus of academic and agricultural circles. Among them, the use of machine learning methods to analyze the potential relationship between soil pH and UWB radar echo signals has become a research hotspot. Soil pH is an important indicator of soil physical and chemical properties, as the main material absorbed by crops in the soil, pH value is closely related to the growth and development of crops, and it is the most important factor to be considered in precision agriculture. Therefore, the monitoring of soil pH has always been a concern in the agricultural sector.
In 2004, Lambot [1] demonstrated the potential of fieldscaled soil moisture(SM) retrieval with the UWB radar, a typical type of ground-penetrating radar (GPR), and proposed a GPR model in SM retrieval with ground data. The study indicated that soil with different parameter such as pH values and water content has different soil electrical properties [2] By analyzing the soil echo signals, we can identify the soil pH The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Qilian Liang . of the soil from the GPR signal [3] . The principles involved are similar to time-domain reflectometry [4] .
In 2016, Zhu and Liu [5] first attempted to achieve soil water content inversion by exploring the potential relationship between UWB radar soil echo signals and soil parameters. They chose UWB radar to collect soil echo signals, and applied type-2 fuzzy logic system (T2FLS) to extract features in UWB soil echoes. Then they created templates utilizing non-singleton type-1 fuzzy logic system (NST1FLS) and test its robust Gaussian white noise. However, as mentioned in [5] , the recognition the results are not very satisfactory, which means that there are more retrieval methods worth exploring.The work of [6] , [7] and [8] are mainly focused on establishing a mapping relationship between UWB radar echo signals and different soils by utilizing mathematical model. Among them, [6] utilized leveraging fuzzy logic to retrieval soils with different moisture. [7] classifies soils with different water contents by time-frequency analysis and CNN. [8] employs two fuzzy logic systems (FLSs)adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) and type 1 fuzzy logic system (T1FLS) respectively, to extract features in soil echoes. However, [7] and [8] applied deep neural networks [9] to construct a classification model which requires a large amount of data for training. And compared to machine learning algorithm, training an excellent neural network model requires much more computation cost and training time [10] . Complementary, the purpose of above work is all about the classification work with a certain parameter of soil, and does not discuss the prediction or regression of soil parameters.
In this work, we collected a total of 16 categories pH soil signals, each category has 800 samples. After data preprocessing, each sample has 300 features. We try to find a prediction model with the simplest structure and the minimum number of training features required to reduce the cost of model calculation. Therefore, we use the PCA algorithm to extract the features of the training data and compare the influence of the feature dimensions on the prediction results. Furthermore, we compared the performance of the four ensemble methods under different noises on the data set. We used the dimension-reduced data as training data and applied the pH value of the soil measured by ph3000 as the label directly. The main innovations of this paper are as follows:
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that PCA and ensemble methods have been combined for soil pH prediction, and significant prediction performance has been achieved on this data set. Based on simulation analysis, we identified the best ensemble methods and model parameters on the data set.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces four soil pH prediction systems. Section III investigates collected data based on PCA and ensemble learning, and analyzes soil pH prediction performances in terms of MSE. Finally, conclusions are provided. Figure 3 provides a complete description of the model system we designed to predict soil pH through soil echoes. First, soil echoes and their corresponding soil pH values were collected as samples in our experiments. Then we perform signal preprocessing on the collected signals, remove the coupling noise and redundant parts in the original signal, and convert the soil echo into soil signals suitable for feature extraction. The extracted feature matrix is used as training data, and the corresponding soil pH value is used as a label. The original data set is divided into a training set and a test set. Then, four prediction systems are separately trained using the feature sequences extracted from the soil signals. Finally, the prediction performance of the four systems was examined separately on the test set.
II. DATA COLLECTION AND SIGNAL PRE-PROCESS

A. DATA COLLECTION
The field experiment is carried out continously from March 2018 to April 2018 in Chengdu, Sichuan province of China. We used bare soil with the area of approximate 50 square meter in the west of Chengdu as shown in Figure 1 . In this embodiment, an ordinary flat electromagnetic environment without electromagnetic interference is selected as an experimental area,
The soil pH was manually adjusted by adding acetic acid or caustic soda, and an ultra-wideband radar P440 (figure(2a)) is selected as an echo collection equipment for soil. The ultrawideband radar module P440 is applied in this paper because of its advantages of easy portability, low energy consumption and high penetration.
The reflected signals from the soil surface are combined in the rake receiver structure and then loaded into the PC via the USB port [11] . Due to the coupling effect of the antenna, the antenna must be mounted at a distance of at least 0.9 m. Therefore, the antenna was placed in the air using an interference-free device about 1.0 m from the soil. We installed the radar module on a wooden frame 0.9 meters above the ground. The unit sample interval in the signal is 61 ps. Since there is no direct mapping between UWB radar echoes and soil pH, it is necessary to manually label each collected soil echo signal. For each UWB radar measurement echo signal sample, we used the pH data collected by pH 3000 to mark. Soil pH was measured using pH 3000 as shown in Figure 2 (b).
In this paper, we collected 16 UWB echoes representing 16 soils with different pH values: pH 3.5, 6.07, 6.86, 6.98, 
B. SIGNAL PRE-PROCESS
In this experiemt, each echo has a discrete time length of 480 ns. But not the entire sample is an echo of the surface reflection of the soil. Therefore, a window function is applied to retain the useful signals in the raw echoes due to the coupling noises. First, as shown in formula (1), we consider the coupling effect of the antenna and the propagation of the signal in the air. In the air, the transmission speed v of the signal is the same as the speed of light c, and the propagation distance s is the distance between the ultra-wideband radar and the soil surface of 0.9 m. The time delay between the two sampling points is 61 ps.
The second segment in the signal is a simulated high-effciency segment, as shown in Figure 4 . When UWB is working, the relative dielectric constant ε of the soil is between 4 and 40. Equation The radar signal permeates under the soil at a distance of 0.5 m. Therefore, using equations (1) and (2) again, we can obtain the number m of samples in the echo signal that propagate in the soil. We consider the sequence consisting of this sample point to be the active component of the signal and normalize it using equation (4) x
In the process of preprocessing the data set, in order to reduce the training time of the model, we need extract some important features from the raw data to reduce the dimension of feature of each sample. Experiments indicated that although the raw soil signal data can be used to participate in modeling, and it can achieve excellent results, but the model converges slowly, consuming more computational cost and training time. Under the premise of ensuring the performance of the model, the principal component analysis (PCA) [12] method can greatly reduce the characteristic dimension of the input signal, reducing the computational cost and effectiveness of the model. The PCA transforms the raw data into a set of linearly independent representations of each dimension through a series of linear transformations. There are many related studies on the principle and implementation steps of the PCA algorithm, and no further explanation is given here.We implements the probabilistic PCA model to the signal data afte nomalization. We directly extract the extracted and normalized soil signal samples for feature extraction. The input data is 12800 300-dimensional vectors, which is shown as X = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n p×n , where n = 12800, p = 300. We perform data centering on the soil data for each vector according to formula (5) , and obtain the matrix X after the centralization. Calculate the covariance matrix according to equation (6) . Then we perform eigenvalue decomposition on the covariance matrix to obtain the eigenvalue λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ p . and select the feature vector corresponding to the first k eigenvalues to form the projection matrix A = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ], where a i is the p-dimensional column vector. Finally, we project the original sample into the new feature space to get a new dimensionality reduction sample, as shown in formula (7) ,where X is a matrix of shape p×n.
III. PREDICTION METHODS DESIGNED BY BAGGING OR BOOSTING
The way in which the four ensemble methods are combined with soil echo signals is presented in this section. These include adaboost and gradientboost based on the boost method, and randomforest, bagging based on the bagging method. We attempted to establish four soil pH models based on the above four methods combined with soil echo signals.
A. SOIL pH PREDICTING BASED ON ADABOOST
In the regression task, boosting and bagging are techniques to build a set of regressors that may be superior to a single regressor [13] . Although the accuracy increase is generally less than would be obtained by redoing the entire analysis on the combined data, considerable computation is saved [14] .
Boosting is a learning algorithm when it is very difficult to construct a strong learner directly. As a meta-algorithm framework, boosting can be applied to almost all popular machine learning algorithms to further enhance the prediction accuracy of the original algorithm. And adaboost [15] is one of the most successful representatives, which makes boosting from the initial conjecture into a truly practical algorithm. Some techniques used by the adaboost algorithm, such as breaking the original sample distribution, also bring important inspiration to the design of other statistical learning algorithms. The training complexity of adaboost is calculated as O M · N 2 , where M is the number of features and V is the number of training samples.
Here, adaboost is applied to predict the soil pH. The introduction to the menthod we utilized is as follows: first we applied the features extracted from soil data by PCA as the input data set, of which the shape is (n,p), where n is the number of the feature and p is the number of samples. So we define the data set: D = {(x 1 , y 1 ) , (x 2 , y 2 ) , · · · , (x N , y N )}. Among them, X i represents the sample in the dataset, each sample has a dimension of n, and y i is the pH value (label) for each sample. And then, the weight of the training data is initialized. D 1 = (w 11 , w 12 , · · · , w 1 N ) , w 1 i = 1 N , i = 1, 2, · · · , N . We calculate the maximum error and the relative error of each sample according to the following formula.
Regression error rate:
Calculate the coefficient of the weak learner:
Update the sample set's weight distribution to:
Building a basic predictor to build a linear combination of basic predictors:
where g(x) is the median of all α m G m (x), m = 1, 2, . . . M .
B. SOIL pH PREDICTING BASED ON GRADIENTBOOST
It is generally agreed that the clusterer ensemble methods that utilize the boosting concept can create clusterings with quality and robustness improvements [16] . Adaboost uses exponential losses as its loss function. The disadvantage of this loss function is that it is very sensitive to outliers and therefore typically performs poorly on data sets with more noise. Gradientboosting has been improved in this respect so that any loss function can be used (as long as the loss function is continuously steerable), so that some of the more robust loss functions can be applied to make the model more resistant to noise. The basic idea of boosting is to make each round of base learners pay more attention to the sample of the previous round of learning errors in the training process.
The training complexity of gradientboost is calculated as O M · N 2 , where M is the number of features and V is the number of training samples. The algorithm flow of gradientboosting is as follows, first initialize the objective function:
where y i represents the pH value of each sample. Then calculate a negative gradient for m = 1, 2, . . . M :
By minimizing the square error, fitting theỹ i with the base learner h m (x):
Use line search to determine the step size ρ m to minimize L The f m (x) in the formula (19) can be regarded as the mapping relations between the eigenvector and the predicted value of the soil pH.
C. SOIL pH PREDICTING BASED ON BAGGING
The bagging method and the boosting method are methods for integrating several classifiers into one classifier, but the integration is different, and finally different effects are obtained.When samples are drawn with replacement, then the method is known as Bagging [17] . In bagging, the training set is randomly sampled k times with replacement, producing k training sets with sizes equal to the original training set [18] . As in prediction, the motivation behind bagging is to reduce variability in the partitioning results via averaging [19] .
Suppose the computational complexity of a base learner is O(m), and the complexity of Bagging is T (O(m) + O(s)).
The main flow of the predicting method based on bagging algorithm is: randomly select n soil samples from the raw data as a training set, and repeat T times, so there are T training sets, each training set can train a predictor, and finally generate T predictors, and the prediction results will be voted by these predictors.
Define the training data set: D = {(x 1 , y 1 ) , (x 2 , y 2 ) , . . . , (x n , y n )}, The number of sample subsets is T. 
D. SOIL pH PREDICTING BASED ON RANDOM FOREST
The decision tree uses the structure of the tree to construct the classification or regression model. A standard classification/regression tree is an input-output model represented by a tree. Internal nodes of the tree are labeled with a (usually binary) test based on one input feature [20] . Each node represents an attribute. According to the division of this attribute, the son node of the node is entered until the leaf node, and each leaf node represents a certain category, thereby achieving The purpose of the prediction.
The random forest is actually a special bagging method that uses the decision tree as a model in bagging. First, the bootstrap method is used to generate T training sets. Then, for each training set, a decision tree is constructed. When the nodes find features to split, not all features can be found to maximize the indicators (such as information gain). Instead, a part of the features are randomly extracted from the features, VOLUME 7, 2019 and an optimal solution is found among the extracted features, applied to the nodes, and split. The method of random forest is based on bagging, which is the idea of integration. In fact, it is equivalent to sampling samples and features (if the training data is regarded as a matrix, as is common in practice, then it is a row and the column is sampled), so over-fitting can be avoided. We applied the implementation that combines predictors by averaging their probabilistic prediction.
In the random forest prediction model in this paper, the base classifier selects the CART. Suppose the feature dimension of the training data set is m, the number of training samples is n, so the time complexity of the random forest algorithm is O(km 2 nlogn 2 ).
Randomforest regression algorithm is as follows: define the training data set: D = {(x 1 , y 1 ) , (x 2 , y 2 ) , . . . , (x n , y n )}, the number of sample subsets is T. For t = 1, 2, . . . , T :
(a) Randomly extracting m sample points from the original sample set to obtain a training set D t ; (b) Train a CART decision tree with the training set D t , where the training rule for each node is to randomly select k features from all features first, then the optimal segmentation point is selected from the k features to be the division of the left and right subtrees;
(c) The predicted result obtained by each tree is a real number, and the final predicted result is the average of the predicted results of the respective trees.
IV. THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the impact of feature dimensions on prediction results is discussed. Dimension reduction of the soil signal after pretreatment can cut down the amount of data in the training set, and decrease the computational cost of training, making the model simpler and more efficient. Then, the prediction accuracy under different noises is also discussed. In order to compare the differences in prediction ability between models, we compared the performance of the model in R 2 and MSE under different SNRs.
A. THE PERFORMANCE OF FEATURE EXTRACTION WITH PCA
We chose four regression models, bagging, randomforest, adaboost, and gradientboost [21] . The parameters for each model are shown in table (1) to table (4) .
For each regression model, we use the PCA algorithm to reduce the dimension of the data. Figure 6 shows the prediction performance of the four models under different feature dimensions. We use MSE to define the predictive performance of the predictive model [22] . And we used Monte Carlo algorithm to calculate the MSE of each prediction model under different feature dimensions. From the analysis result we can see that when the number of features gradually increases from 0 to 7, the MSE gradually stabilizes, and when the number of features is greater than or equal to 7, the MSE remains basically unchanged, so we choose 8 as the feature dimension of the training set.
B. pH PREDICTION
In this work, we examined the prediction performance of these four prediction models under different SNRs. The SNR is shown in equation (18) . We chose a soil echo sample with pH = 3.5 as an example of a signal that incorporates Gaussian white noise. In the figure 8 we show the image samples with different SNRs.
Features extracted from different soil echoes with different SNRs were re-extracted into samples, and each sample was extracted using the PCA algorithm for eight features. And for each sample we use this 8 features to pH prediction. There are 800 samples in each type of pH that make up a data set with 12800 samples. The sample set was randomly divided into a training set and a test set in a ratio of 7:3. We applied the pH value of the soil measured by ph3000 as the label directly.
The parameter selection of the prediction model remains unchanged in section II, and the MSE of each prediction model with different SNRs is as shown in figure 9 . We use different number of labeled samples to train each of the four models and validated with 3840 new sample data. The R 2 performance is shown in the figure 7. The simulation results show that under the few shot learning task, the four ensemble menthod have better performance. When the training sample number is greater than 200, the performance of the model tends to be stable.
At the same time, we also examined the prediction effect from the perspective of R 2 . As shown in fomula (22) to fomula(24), the R 2 is the default evaluation criterion for the linear regression model.
whereŷ i represents the predicted value, y i represents the true value, andȳ represents the mean of y. The R 2 of the four models at different SNRs is shown in the figure 10.
From figure 9 and 10 we can eazily tell that the performance of randomforest is nearly the same as that of bagging. They perform better than other two. Additionally, in order to explore the performance of these four models under the influence of higher noise, we introduced some lower SNR data sets for prediction. The figure 11 shows the prediction results of the four prediction models in extreme noise environment. Because the MSE of bangging and randomforest is not very different in the case of high SNR, it is not the point we want to highlight, so the corresponding histogram is not given here. We still use R 2 as the measurement standard.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper compares four methods of soil pH prediction based on ensemble learning method. These methods use the PCA algorithm to extract features from the soil signal of UWB radar. When the number of feature is 8, without any noise, the MSE of adaboost, randomforest, bagging and gradientboost are 0.04658, 0.00477, 0.00478, 0.00529, respectively. When the number of training set samples is reduced to 200, the R 2 of randomforest, bagging, adaboost and gradientboost are: 0.995, 0.995, 0.985, 0.997, respectively. The prediction performance of these four models under different SNRs is analyzed via MSE and R 2 , here the number of dimension is 8. When the SNR is at −20dB, the prediction performance of bagging is the worst among the four menthods, MSE is 3.298, R 2 is 0.0578, and gradientboost performs best among the four menthods, with MSE reaching 2.928, R 2 reaching 0.164. When the SNR is at 10dB, the prediction of bagging method has the best performance among these four menthods, the MSE is 0.005, the R 2 is 0.999. The method based on adaboost performs worst among these four menthods, of which MSE is 0.079, R 2 is 0.975. Overall, the predictive performance of gradientboost is best only when the SNR is extremely low. However, with the increase of SNR, the predictive performance of bagging has been in a leading position. It can be concluded that in soil pH prediction, bagging can provide the best predictive performance and the best noise robustness among these four menthods. 
